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POPULATION  GENETICS  BASICS  I

The concepts:  allele and genotype frequencies, their relationship, estimation testing.

The relation between the allele frequencies, p and q (p + q = 1), and the
genotype frequencies is

AA :   p2 Aa : 2pq          aa : q2 ,

The formation of one generation from the previous generation as an outcome of
repeated and independent trials (assuming random mating the choices of male gamete
and female gamete are independent trials): pairs of gametes (carrying the alleles A and
a), AA, Aa and aa, are expected in proportions given by

( p + q )2 = p2 + 2pq + q2 (1)

This is called Hardy-Weinberg law (HW)
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MATING  TYPE  FREQUENCIES => NEXT GENERATION GENOTYPE  AND ALLELE
FREQUENCIES

Mating Frequency
of mating

AA Aa aa

AA x AA P2 1 0 0

AA x Aa 2PQ ½ ½ 0

AA x aa 2PR 0 1 0

Aa x Aa Q 2 ¼ ½ ¼

Aa x aa 2QR 0 ½ ½

aa x aa R2 0 0 1

Totals (next
gen.) P´ Q´ R´

Frequency of zygotes (progeny)

P´ =  P2 + (2PQ)/2 + Q2/4 = (P + Q/2)2 = p2

Q´ =  (2PQ)/2 + 2PR + Q2/2 + (2QR)/2 = 2(P + Q/2)(R + Q/2) =     2pq (2)
R´ =   Q2/4 + (2QR)/2 + R2 = (R + Q/2)2 = q2

So, random mating of genotypes - random union of gametes - HW.
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HW

With two alleles of gene, there are six possible types of matings (the left column in the table)

When mating is random, the matings take place in proportion to the genotypic frequencies in the
population, and the types of mating pairs are given by successive terms in the expansion of

(P AA + Q Aa + R aa)2

The proportion of AA x AA matings is P x P = P2 and the proportion of AA x Aa matings is 2 x P x
Q because the mating can be between either an AA female and an Aa male (P x Q) or Aa female
and AA male (Q + P). The frequencies of these and the other types of matings are given in the
second column.

The next generation (zygotes from which progeny follow): Mendel´s law of segregation is
taken into account.

Aa heterozygote produces and equal number of A-bearing and a-bearing gametes.
AA and aa homozygotes produce only A and a gametes, respectively.

The mating AA x aa produces all Aa zygotes, the mating
AA x Aa produces ½ AA and ½ Aa zygotes, Aa and Aa produces ¼ AA,
½ Aa, ¼ aa, etc.
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HARDY-WEINBERG PROPORTIONS ,  ASSUMPTIONS

It follows that not only will the allele frequencies remain constant from one generation to the next, so
will the genotype frequencies, with the exception of the initial generation.

Random mating is equivalent to random union of gametes. This is simply the result of the fact that
choosing a gamete at random from the pool of gametes is equivalent to sampling a parent at random,
and then having it produce a gamete containing one of its two genes (at this locus), chosen at random
by the mechanism of Mendelian segregation.

These assumptions summarize the Hardy-Weinberg model
The organism is diploid and reproduces sexually.
Generations are nonoverlapping.
The gene under consideration has two alleles, A and a.
The allele frequencies, p and q, in the population, consisting of the individuals

(genotypes), AA, Aa, aa are identical in males and females.
Mating is random.
Population size is very large (infinite).
Migration is negligible.
Mutation at the gene locus we consider is so rare that can be ignored

(i.e. A mutating to a, or a to A).
Natural selection does not affect the alleles under consideration.

The assumption of infinite population means that random (stochastic) events can be ignored.
Negligible migration means that, if there is another population with different allele frequencies, change of
individuals (=migration) does not disturb the situation and violate the assumption of a closed system.
Natural selection here means that A and a, or AA, Aa, aa perform equally well in reproduction, there are
no fitness differences.
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WHY  IS  IT  SO  IMPORTANT?

Why a model with so many restrictive assumptions? Are all these assumptions likely to be
met in actual populations?

HW is not meant to be an exact description of any actual population, although actual
populations often exhibit genotype frequencies predicted by it.

HW provides a null model, a prediction based on a simplified or idealized situation where no
biological processes are acting and genotype frequencies are the result of random
combination.

Actual populations can be compared with this null model to test hypotheses about the
evolutionary forces acting on allele and genotype frequencies.

The important point and the original motivation for Hardy and Weinberg was to show that the
process of particulate inheritance itself does not cause any changes in allele frequencies
across generations.

Thus, changes in allele frequency or departures from HW expected genotype frequencies
must be caused by processes that alter the outcome of basic inheritance.
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WHY  IS  IT  CALLED  HARDY-WEINBERG ?

Mendel´s laws of inheritance were re-discovered in 1900 but it was not understood how genetic
variation behaves from generation to generation. For example, it was thought  that a dominant
allele should increase in frequency. The second part of the Hardy-Weinberg “Law”  implies that
Mendelian reproduction in a random mating population has no inherent tendency to favor one
allele or the other: it will not tend to lose genotypic variability. This is a dramatic difference from the
pre-Mendelian scheme of blending inheritance, in which the offspring's genotype (supposed to be
contained in its blood) was a mixture of the parents', without any mechanism of segregation.
Blending inheritance would tend to lose half of the genotypic variability each generation, with
dramatic consequences for evolution.

In 1908, famous British mathematician, G.H. Hardy wrote: To the Editor of Science: I am
reluctant to intrude in a discussion concerning matters of which I have no expert knowledge, and I
should have expected the very simple point which I wish to make to have been familiar to
biologists. However, some remarks of Mr. Udny Yule, to which Mr. R. C. Punnett has called my
attention, suggest that it may still be worth making... Suppose that Aa is a pair of Mendelian
characters, A being dominant, and that in any given generation the number of pure dominants
(AA), heterozygotes (Aa), and pure recessives (aa) are as p:2q:r. Finally, suppose that the
numbers are fairly large, so that mating may be regarded as random, that the sexes are evenly
distributed among the three varieties, and that all are equally fertile. A little mathematics of the
multiplication-table type is enough to show that in the next generation the numbers will be as
(p+q)2:2(p+q)(q+r):(q+r)2, or as p1:2q1:r1, say. The interesting question is — in what circumstances
will this distribution be the same as that in the generation before? It is easy to see that the
condition for this is q2 = pr. And since q1

2 = p1r1, whatever the values of p, q, and r may be, the
distribution will in any case continue unchanged after the second generation

In 1908, German medical doctor  Wilhelm Weinberg published the same result, independently, if
fact  6 months before Hardy. Weinberg was a pioneer scientist in twin-studies.
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ESTIMATING  ALLELE  FREQUENCIES

Consider a sample of n diploid individuals drawn from a random-mating population and the
problem of estimating the allele frequency pA in the population.

Suppose that we sampled 100 individuals, and found 49 AA, 26 Aa, and 25 aa

We could estimate the allele frequency in the population by simply taking the allele
frequency in the sample. This gives pA = (98 + 26)=200 = 0.62

We could also consider that we expect the proportion of AA individuals in the sample
to be (on the average) the same as the population genotype frequency p2

A. So we
could take the observed frequency of AA, 0.49, and take its square root to get an
estimate of the gene frequency, 0.7.

We could also take the square root of the observed frequency (0.25) of aa, which
gives an estimate of 0.5 for the frequency of a, and hence 0.5 for the frequency of  A.

Now we have three different estimates (0.5, 0.62, and 0.7) for the same quantity.
All these methods will give an allele frequency close to that in the population, if the
sample size is large. But which estimate is to be preferred when it is not?

Posing the problem as a statistical one, and using some standard statistical
approach (minimum variance unbiased estimates, minimum mean square error
methods, Bayesian and empirical Bayesian approaches).

We use here maximum likelihood (ML) method.
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ML  IN  ESTIMATING  ALLELE  FREQUENCIES

ML in general:
Suppose that we want to estimate a parameter, , and are given some data. If we have a probabilistic
model for the generation of the data, we could compute for a given value of , the probability Prob
(Data | ) that the observed set of data would have arisen.  (This is not to be confused with Prob (  |
Data), which would be the probability of a particular value of , given the data.)

The method of maximum likelihood is to vary until we find that value which maximizes
Prob(Data | ), the probability of the data, given . Prob(Data | ) is referred to as the likelihood
of . Considered as a function of the data, it is a probability. But for a fixed set of data, as a
function of , it is called a likelihood.

ML method has a number of desirable properties. As the sample size increases, the estimate will
approach the true value of . For a given sample size (provided it is large), the variance of the estimate

of  around the true value is less under the ML method than under any other. The estimate is not
necessarily unbiased (that is, the average estimate of on repeated sampling may not be exactly ),
but the amount of bias declines as sample size increases.

Back to our allele frequency estimation problem:
The data are the numbers of the genotypes observed in the sample. Suppose that these are nAA, nAa,
naa: The role of is played by the unknown gene frequency p. We need to
know how to compute Prob(nAA; nAa; naa | p). We have a sample of n individuals, drawn from a
population in which the true genotype frequencies are p2, 2p(1-p), (1-p)2. The probability of the observed
numbers nAA; nAa; naa is the multinomial probability

(3)
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ML  IN  ESTIMATING  ALLELE  FREQUENCIES

Equation (3) can be rewritten as

Prob (nAA , nAa , naa | p ) = C p2nAA + n Aa (1 – p) 2naa + n Aa (4)

where C incorporates the constant terms and the factorials which depend on the
n´s but not on p.

Varying p to maximize the likelihood is easier by using logarithms:

loge L = loge C + (2nAA +  nAa) loge p + (nAa + 2naa ) loge (1 – p) (5)

Plotting loge L as a function of p, reaching the maximum, the slope of the curve will be zero.
Trying to find the value of p at this point: derivative of (5) and equating it to zero

d loge L /  dp = (2nAA +  nAa) / p - (nAa + 2naa ) / (1 – p) = 0 (6)

The value of p which solves (6) is

p = (2nAA +  nAa) / 2n (7)

This means that 0.62 is the ML estimate in the example above.
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TESTING  FOR  HW-PROPORTIONS

The common practice is to use chi-square test: observed number of genotypes in each class
(with two alleles there are three genotype classes), expected number, etc.

chi-square =  (observed – expected)2 / expected (3)

Example 1

An amino acid (ah) polymorphism at p53 gene:  at position 72 either arginine (Arg) or proline
(Pro). Let´s call them Arg and Pro alleles. Among 318 humans in one population: 166 Arg/Arg,
120 Arg/Pro, 32 Pro/Pro. Allele frequencies are thus:

for Arg-allele (2 x 166 + 120) / (2 x 318) = 0.71
for Pro-allele (2 x 32 + 120)  /  (2 x 318) = 0.29

In HW the genotypes should be in proportions   (0.71)2 = 0.505,  2 x 0.71 x 0.29 = 0.411 and
(0.29)2 = 0.084,  i.e. 160.6, 130.8 and 26.6 individuals.
Chi-square: (166-160.6)2 /160.6 + (120 – 130.8)2 / 130.8 + (32 – 26.6)2 / 26.6 = 2.17
One degree of freedom (df) as there are 3 classes, and one estimated parameter (allele
frequency). The corresponding  probability value is (see chi-squre table) P = 0.14.  The generally
agreed cutoff   for a significantly low P is 0.05 (goodness of fit considered poor that the model us
judged invalid for the data).  In this example there are no reason to reject the hypothesis that the
genotype frequencies are in HW-proportions.
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EXACT  TEST   FOR  HW-PROPORTIONS

Sample size is too small for a traditional chi-square test,
let the observed numbers of AA, Aa, aa in one possible sample

be n11, n12, n22 , total sample size is n = n11 + n12 + n22 and  the
observed numbers of alleles A and a are n1 =  2 x n11 + n12

n2 = 2 x n22 + n12

Calculation of all possible sample configurations (n11, n12, n22 )  for a fixed sample size n
and fixed allele counts n1 and n2 .

The exact  probability of the sample configuration (n11, n12, n22 ), conditional of the allele
counts (n1 , n2) is

Pr {n12| n1 , n2 } = {[ (n! / n11! n12! n22 !) ] / [ (2n)! / (n1 ! n2!) ]} / 2 n
12 (4)

Once these conditionla probabilities have been calculated for all possible values of
n12 ,, they are arranged in increasing order, and a cutoff is chosen such thatr the cumulative
probability of all outcomes above the cutoff equals 0.05  (or smaller than 0.05).If the
observed genotype counts fall below the cutoff, the hypothesis of HW is rejected.

The exact test is the most common test of significance fro departures from HWE in small
samples. In practice, P values are calculated using either some standard statistical software
package or some web-based calculator (google: ”exact test for Hardy-Weinberg).
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EXACT  TEST  FOR  HW-PROPORTIONS

Example 2

Consider a sample of size 8 diploid individuals with fixed allele counts n1 = 8 and
n2 = 8.  There are five possible sample configurations (n11, n12, n22 ):

Probability (see eq. (4))
(0, 8, 0)                 0.0199
(1, 6, 1)                 0.2785
(2, 4, 2)                 0.5222
(3, 2, 3)                 0.1740
(4, 0, 4)                 0.0054

Probabilities/sample configurations in increasing order of pr.
cumulative probabilities:

(4, 0, 4)                 0.0054        0.0054
(0, 8, 0)                 0.0199        0.0054 + 0.0199 = 0.0253
(3, 2, 3)                 0.1740        0.0253 + 0.1740 = 0.1994
(1, 6, 1)                 0.2785 0.1194 + 0.2785 = 0.4779
(2, 4, 2)                 0.5222        0.4779 + 0.5221 = 1.0000

In each row the cumulative probability value corresponds to the P value of observing a fit as
bad (or worse) than the sample configuration, given in that row. An observed sample configuration
(4, 0,4) would lead to rejection of the hypothesis of HW with a significance level of 0.0054, and an
observed sample (0,8,0) rejection of HW with the significance level of 0.0253.
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EXACT  TEST  FOR  HW

Example 3

Consider two alleles, three genotypes 66 heterozygotes, 265 and 7 homozygotes.

Thus n1 = 596 and n2 = 80. There are 41 sample configurations that are compatible with
these,  have the form (n11, n12, n22 ) = (298 – x,  2x, 40 – x), where x can assume the values
0,1,2,…., 40. Each of these possible samples has a porbability of occurrence given by
equation (4).  Here the chi-square is used only as a measure of the magnitude of the deviation,
without assuming that the values are actually distributed as X 2 .  Among the 41 possibilites, 37
yield chi-square values as great or greater than the observed value, and these samples have a
cumulative probability of 0.290. This is the exact P value.  If chi-square calculated by (3) and P-
value from chi-square table: P = 0.25.

Example 2 again: Consider a large number of random permutations of
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,18), where even numbers represent one allele and odds
numbers the other allele.  Each successive pair of numbers would then constitute one diploid
genotype in the sample.

One random permutation: (15,12,1,4,2,16,11,8,5,13,6,3,10,7,9,14) corresponds to the
genotypes aA, aA, AA, aA, aa, Aa, Aa, aA, or (n11, n12, n22 ) = (1, 6, 1).

PERMUTATION  TEST  FOR HW
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PERMUTATION  TEST  FOR  HW

For 16 elements, there are more than 1013 possible permutations. Each random permutation
yields a possible sample configuration (n11, n12, n22 ) whose chi-square can be compared with
an observed value, and with a large number of random permuations, the proportion of samples
whose chi-square is as large or larger than that observed, approximates the P value.

Example 3 again: The vector to be randomly permuted has 596 + 80 = 676 elements
(1,2,3…676) where the integers less than or equal to 596 represent one allele and those
greater than 596 represent the other allele. Each successive pair of integers represents a
single diploid genotype in the sample.

Among 1000 random permutations, in 294 cases the chi-square was as large or larger than
that observed, yielding P = 0.294. The exact value (see above) was 0.290.

Random permutations are particularly useful when there are more than two alleles and many
of them being rare. In such situations rare allele homozygote genotypes may not be in a
sample. One practice is to combine all homozygotes and all heterozygotes and compare with
the numbers expected un der HW.
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TWO  GENE   LOCI

Two gene loci, A and B, two alleles at each, A1 and A2, with frequencies p1 and p2 ,
B1 and B2 with frequencies q1 and q2

If mating is random (and other simplifying assumptions of HW, see above)
the genotypes are expected in proportions

A1A1 ,  A1A2 , A2A2 p1
2 , 2p1p2 , p2

2

B1B1 , B1B2 , B2B2 q1
2 , 2q1q2 , q2

2

It is important to realize that within each locus the alleles (A1 , A2 and B1 ,B2 ) are in
random associations, however, the alleles at A need not be in randomly associated
with alleles at B.

Different genes that show randomly associated alleles are said to be in a  state of
”linkage equilibrium” and genes not in random association are said to be in ”linkage
disequilibrium”.  Here ”linkage” has nothing to do with physical linkage of genes.

With linkage equilibrium the gametic frequencies are
A1B1 : p1q1, A1B2 : p1q2 , A2B1 : p2q1 , A2B2 : p2q2 .

With random mating (and other simplifying assumptions), genes are expected to be in
linkage equilibrium.
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LINKED  TWO  LOCI

Let´s now assume that A and B and physically linked to each other.

There are two types of double heterozygotes:

allele combination in one chromosome /   the other chromosome

A1B1 / A2B2
A1B2 / A2B1

In the first case the genotype was formed by union of an A1B1 gamete with an A2B2
gamete and in the second case A1B2 gamete with A2B1 gamete.

The genotype A1B1 / A2B2 produces four different types of gametes to the next
generation:
(1) A1B1 (2) A2B2 non-recombinant gametes, alleles associated as

they were in the previous generation
(3) A1B2 (4) A2B1 recombinant gametes, alleles are associated differently

than they were in the previous generation
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”Linkage disequilibrium”

Recall Mendelian segregation: the frequency of gametic type 1 equals that of type 2,
and the frequency of gametic type 3 equals that of type 4.

The overall frequency of recombinant gametes (3 + 4) does not necessarily equal the
overall frequency of nonrecombinant gametes (1 + 2).

Recombination fraction, r,
refers to the proportion of recombinant gametes produced by a

double heterozygote.

For genes on different chromosomes, r = 0.5 because the four possible gametic types
are produced in equal frequency.

For genes on the same chromosome, r depends on their distance apart.
In meiosis each chromosome pair exchanges part of chromosomal

segments.
The closer the two genes are, the less likely is that exchange

occurs.

add pages 27-30 from part II


